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REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: 802.3-2012
CLAUSE NUMBER: Annex 28C.13
CLAUSE TITLE: Message code 11—Organizationally Unique Identifier
Tagged Message (Extended Next Page)

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
change "meassages" to "messages"
change "userdefined" to "user-defined"
change "If the Next Page flag is set, the message page shall be followed
by an unformatted Extended Next Page containing user-defined data." to
"The Next Page flag shall be set and the message page shall be followed
by an unformatted Extended Next Page containing user-defined data."

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
This section as written directly contradicts 28.2.3.4 "Any number of
Next Pages may be sent in any order"
The current text of 28C.13 prohibits sending an addiitional next page
after the Extended Next Page OUI Tagged Message unless it is an
unformatted Extended Next Page containing user-defined data.
The Next Page flag is defined to indicate that an additional next page
will be transmitted, it is not defined to indicate whether an optional
unformatted Extended Next Page will follow the current message page.
Making the unformatted Extended Next mandatory will comply with the
requirement of 28.2.3.4 and preserve the definition of the Next Page
flag.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
No impact to existing networks.